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Adaptive radiations are of particular interest owing to what they reveal
about the ecological and evolutionary regulation of biodiversity. This
applies to localized island radiations such as Darwin’s finches, and also to
rapid radiations occurring on a global scale. Here we analyse the macroevolution and macroecology of Pheidole, a famously hyperdiverse and
ecologically dominant ant genus. We generate and analyse four novel datasets: (i) a robust global phylogeny including 285 Pheidole species, (ii) a global
database on regional Pheidole richness in 365 political areas summarizing
over 97 000 individual records from more than 6500 studies, (iii) a global
database of Pheidole richness from 3796 local communities and (iv) a database of Pheidole body sizes across species. Analysis of the potential climate
drivers of richness revealed that the patterns are statistically very similar
across different biogeographic regions, with both regional and local richness
associated with the same coefficients of temperature and precipitation. This
similarity occurs even though phylogenetic analysis shows that Pheidole
reached dominance in communities through serial localized radiations
into different biomes within different continents and islands. Pheidole body
size distributions have likewise converged across geographical regions.
We propose these cases of convergence indicate that the global radiation
of Pheidole is structured by deterministic factors regulating diversification
and diversity.

1. Introduction

Electronic supplementary material is available
at http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rspb.2014.1416 or
via http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org.

Documenting and understanding global biodiversity patterns has long been
central tasks of basic and applied ecological research. In recent years, there has
been an unprecedented aggregation and synthesis of biodiversity data providing
a highly resolved ‘biodiversity map’ for some well-studied taxonomic groups
[1–5]. In addition, many recent phylogenetic studies have provided evolutionary
context for extant biodiversity patterns, as well as new insights into the processes
underlying those patterns [6–11]. However, there remain large gaps in our
knowledge. Global, comprehensive biodiversity datasets are available only for
plants and certain vertebrate groups [1–5], excluding the majority of species on
the Earth—invertebrate animals. There is much to learn about whether invertebrate faunas inhabiting similar biomes but geographically distant regions
originate from phylogenetic niche conservation [12] and long-distance dispersal,
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factors correlated with biodiversity patterns [1–5]. However,
there remains a lack of integration between phylogenetic analyses of individual radiations and aggregate analyses of
macroecological patterns. It is generally unclear, for example,
whether macroecological patterns represent highly probable
outcomes shaped by strong underlying ecological and/or
evolutionary constraints, or whether they are driven by historical contingencies. Even when macroecological patterns can
be compared across regions, it may be difficult to untangle
the roles of phylogenetic niche conservatism and evolutionary
determinism in explaining similarity across regions. In many
species-rich groups, including all of those where global richness
datasets are available, large-scale macroecological patterns
are not evolutionarily independent owing to interchange of
lineages across geographical regions. Thus, even when macroecological patterns are similar across regions, it could be due to
deterministic constraints on their formation, or simply owing
to a shared (and possibly contingent) evolutionary history.
Despite the global distribution of Pheidole, previous phylogenetic work suggested that there is a high degree phylogenetic
separation between Old and New World faunas [19,32], with
most Old World taxa descended from a single colonist from
the New World. However, there was fairly sparse sampling of
Old World species included in that analysis, and the only temperate Old World species (Pheidole pallidula) was recovered as
an independent colonization of the New World, leaving open
the question of whether different biomes were colonized
through intercontinental dispersal or evolutionary niche shifts
in each region. To address this question, we reconstructed a
new global phylogeny of 285 Pheidole species in a multilocus
species-tree framework, including sampling from all continents
and biogeographic realms, extending previous work on Pheidole
phylogenetics [19,32]. If regional Pheidole faunas have indeed
evolved through localized radiations that fill environmental
niche space, it provides an opportunity to evaluate whether
similar macroecological patterns re-evolve in different regions.
To quantify the macroecological structure of Pheidole diversity, we compiled an exhaustive accounting of known Pheidole
species distributions across 365 political regions by aggregating
literature records and specimen databases. We also assembled
a complementary database on Pheidole richness from over 3500
local communities across the globe. Using these datasets, we analysed species richness–climate relationships, a pattern that
reflects the underlying distribution of species across climatic
niche space. To our knowledge, this represents the first global
analysis of species richness patterns in an invertebrate group
based on comprehensive literature records. In addition to
climate–richness patterns, we analysed macroecological variation in one of the most fundamental phenotypic traits: body size.
With these combined analyses, we sought to establish
whether (i) macroecological climate–richness and body size
distributions are similar in different regions across the globe,
and (ii) whether any similarity in the way biodiversity is distributed across niche space is due to phylogenetic niche
conservatism and dispersal assembly of regional faunas or
re-evolution of the patterns during within-realm in situ radiation and filling of climate niche-space. More generally, we
ask whether the global Pheidole dominance, diversity and
niche distribution are characterized by determinism leading
to repeatable outcomes, or whether they are consistent with a
more contingent view of evolution and ecology, where biogeographic patterns are shaped by historical factors with different
outcomes in different regions.
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or whether lineages evolved in situ within different regions to
adapt to different habitats. Moreover, the main factors responsible for large-scale climate–richness correlations continue to
be hotly debated and explored empirically [13,14]. In particular, the extent to which macroecological patterns are
determined by fundamental constraints on ecological and evolutionary processes (e.g. geographical variation in speciation
rates, richness–energy relationships), or are mostly due to contingent historical factors (e.g. glaciation history, climate cycles),
remains unclear [15,16].
Here, we address these issues with an integrated analysis
of macroevolutionary and macroecological structure of the
hyperdiverse ant genus Pheidole. Among invertebrates, ants are
of particular interest as they are dominant components of most
terrestrial ecosystems, both in terms of biomass and in the functional roles they play in community (e.g. seed dispersal) and
ecosystem (e.g. nutrient cycling) processes [17]. Recent work
has resolved the deeper structure of the ant phylogeny
[18,19] and led to insights about the broad patterns of ant
diversification [20], but much work remains to resolve and understand diversification patterns within individual genera. Among
the 323 ant genera, Pheidole is one of the two most species-rich
(along with Camponotus, which is probably not monophyletic),
with approximately 8% (1124/14 747) of described ant species
[21]. Pheidole species are found in most temperate and tropical
biomes and every continent except Antarctica, and known to
be particularly dominant in tropical habitats.
We investigate whether regional Pheidole faunas are
assembled through dispersal, in which lineages conserve their
climate affinities and colonize different biomes around the
world, or whether Pheidole environmental niche evolves rapidly,
filling niche space within each region. Simultaneously, we ask
whether macroecological climate–richness and body size distributions vary across geographical regions. The joint analysis of
whether regional faunas are evolved through dispersal or
in situ radiation, and whether the distribution of species across
niche space (climate or body size) evolves to be similar in
each region, is informative on whether the evolution of such
patterns are deterministic or contingent on historical factors.
Deterministic evolution leads to similar outcomes when
beginning from similar starting points, while contingent
evolution can lead to different outcomes as chance events influence the outcomes of evolutionary dynamics. The study of
spatially replicated evolutionary radiations in a phylogenetic
context has been particularly informative about the roles of
chance and determinism in evolution [22–30]. For example,
recent work has revealed stunning cases of convergent evolution of community structure across different islands [22,29],
in which a particular assemblage of species’ ecologies and morphologies evolves repeatedly. The presence or absence of such
convergence indicates which features of biodiversity patterns
and community structure may be more inevitable, for example,
because of the structure of adaptive landscapes that underlie
trait evolution [22].
We can similarly investigate large-scale macroecological patterns such as climate –richness correlations. Like the
ecological and morphological structure of communities
arranged across a set of islands, macroecological biodiversity
patterns reflect the distribution of diversity across nichespace, and the nature of such patterns can reflect underlying
organizing principles or historical effects [15,16,31]. Recent
work has made great strides aggregating macro-scale biodiversity data and analysing environmental and historical
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2. Material and methods

(b) DNA extraction, amplification and sequencing
Genomic DNA was isolated from a single specimen or its legs
using a QIAamp DNA Micro kit (Qiagen) with the manufacturer’s
protocol, except that specimens were pierced with a fine needle
(but not crushed) to preserve the specimen, and the incubation
time (proteinase K lysis) was extended to 24 h.
Nine loci (CO1, His3.3B (Histone H3.3B F1 copy), Lop1 (long
wavelength sensitive opsin 1), GRIK2 (glutamate receptor ionotropic,
kainate 2-like), unc_4 (unc-4 homeodomain gene), LOC15 (uncharacterized locus LOC15), CAD1 (conserved ATPase domain protein
gene), EF-1a F2 (elongation factor 1-alpha F2) and Top1 (DNA

(c) Phylogenetic reconstruction
We took a Bayesian approach to all phylogenetic reconstruction.
For the nine-locus representative 65-taxon dataset, we conducted
a species-tree analysis with the program *BEAST [39]. Models of
nucleotide substitution were selected based on AICc in PartitionFinder v. 1.1.1 [40]: GTR þ G (unc_4, LOC15), HKY þ G þ I
(CAD1) and GTR þ G þ I (all others). For each locus, substitution, clock and tree models were unlinked. We used the
default strict clock for every partition. Ploidy was set to 0.5 for
the mitochondrial CO1 gene tree and 2.0 for the eight nuclear
gene trees. The species tree prior was set to Yule process, the
population size model prior was assigned to piecewise linear
and constant root; and the clock rate prior was set to uniform
for every partition. We ran 10 separate runs with the same
start file on the TOMBO cluster at the Okinawa Institute of
Science and Technology, each for around 4.6  1010 generations
sampling every 10 000 states. Based on examination of the trace
files, the burnin was set conservatively at 10 million states, yielding approximately 3600 post-burnin trees per run sampled from
the posterior. Effective sample size (ESS) values for likelihoods and
all other parameters exceeded 200 for the combined runs. The trees
were combined and thinned by half in the program LOGCOMBINER,
resulting in a sample of approximately 17 000 trees from the
posterior. We used TreeAnnotator to find the maximum clade
credibility tree across this set, which was analysed as our result.
To check for consistency of results, MCC trees from different individual runs were compared and were found to be nearly identical
with some minor variation in node posterior probability values.
Several Pheidole fossils are known from Baltic and Dominican
ambers, but none can currently be assigned to, or excluded from,
clades within the phylogeny of extant Pheidole, thus there are no calibration points other than a minimum age on the root node of our
phylogeny. Thus, to date our species tree inferred with *BEAST,
we used a recently published date of 59.8 Ma for the most recent
common ancestor of Pheidole and the Cephalotini inferred as part
of a wider study of the Myrmicinae subfamily [41]. The latter
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We assembled a broad geographical base of material through our
own collections and generous donations, and performed additional
sequencing using DNA extractions from two previous molecular
phylogenetic studies on Pheidole [19,32]. There are a total of 513
sequenced ant individuals (294 species) in our data matrix; 314
were our specimens, 74 were borrowed DNA extractions through
the courtesy of C.S. Moreau (Field Museum of Natural History,
Chicago; [19,32]), and 125 were GenBank sequences from the same
studies that were vetted for possible errors (electronic supplementary
material, table S1). Our new material included large collections
from New Guinea, Australia, New Caledonia, Micronesia/Palau,
the Solomon Islands, Southeast Asia and representatives of Fischer’s
species groups in Africa [33]. Our new samples were concentrated in
the Old World Pheidole, but as we used several new markers since
previous phylogenetic work, we also sequenced additional loci
from the DNA extracted from previous molecular studies [19,32]
from both Old and New World taxa.
For new DNA extractions, our taxon selection process involved
several rounds of identification and sequencing. From an initial pool
of 800 collections, we point-mounted two major–minor sets (if available), totalling over 2300 specimens. We then sorted material
samples to species/morphospecies and sequenced cytochrome oxidase 1 (CO1) from at least two samples of each putative
morphospecies (if available), totalling 513 individuals. Using the
CO1 data to assist further morphological analysis, we refined our
identifications and morphospecies definitions, and reduced our
initial set to 200 samples for which we sequenced two additional
loci and combined the data from previous studies. From this set,
we sequenced six additional loci (nine in total) from 65 representative taxa selected from all major lineages identified with the larger
taxon dataset. We used this combined dataset to select two taxon
sets for analysis; the 64 taxa with nine genes sequenced, and a
second more comprehensive 285-species dataset including one
sample per species, with the criterion that at least three loci were
available for each sample. Some additional species with fewer than
three loci were included in the 285-taxon set if they were consistently
placed in species groups near close relatives in the preliminary analyses and if that placement is consistent with morphology (see
electronic supplementary material, table S2 for details about loci
sequenced for each specimen included in phylogenetic analyses).
Identifications were based on published literature, comparison
with specimens (including type specimens) from collections at the
Museum of Comparative Zoology (MA, USA), California Academy
of Sciences (CA, USA), Los Angeles County Museum (CA, USA),
Natural History Museum of Geneva (Geneva, Switzerland),
Hungarian Natural History Museum (Budapest, Hungary) and private collections. Voucher specimen images were taken of each
species or morphospecies included in our study (excluding taxa
from previous DNA extractions for which we had no specimens).
All data (more than 2500 records) and images (more than 1000)
for specimens used in this project are available on Antweb (www.
antweb.org).

3
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(a) Taxon sampling

topoisomerase 1); total of 8820 bp (aligned)) were amplified using
nested PCR, which is tolerant to very low amounts of template
DNA and poor sample quality. Six loci (CO1, His3.3B, Lop1,
CAD1, EF-1a F2, Top1) were selected from published studies
[18,19,32,34,35], two loci (GRIK2, unc_4) were selected based on
the lowest sequence similarities between genomic sequences of
Atta cephalotes [36] and Acromyrmex echinatior [37], and one anonymous locus (LOC15) was selected based on our unpublished nextgeneration sequencing data (E. P. Economo, P. Klimov, E. M.
Sarnat, B. Guénard, M. D. Weisers, B. Lecroq and L. L. Knowles
2012, unpublished data). For all nine loci, oligonucleotide primers
were designed in Primer3 [38] using five ant genomes from GenBank
to amplify long fragments using less degenerate primers than those
for amplifying targeted segments of loci to avoid parologous loci.
Because ant genomes contain two copies of the genes EF1-a and
His3.3B, protocols were designed to amplify copy-specific templates
for these genes: F2 for EF1-a and F1 (designated here) for His3.3B.
Amplification protocols and primer sequences are given in electronic
supplementary material, table S2. In order to prevent the amplification of numts (non-functional mitochondrial pseudogenes in the
nuclear genome), we used a long PCR spanning adjacent mitochondrial loci to recover the targeted CO1 locus. Amplicons were
sequenced in both directions by the University of Michigan DNA
Sequencing Core. All sequences were deposited in GenBank (Accession Nos. KJ141206–142138; electronic supplementary material,
table S1). Alignments of most loci were unambiguous (i.e. no
gaps); a few regions were excluded to avoid erroneous homology
assignment owing to gaps in the sequences. The data matrix containing the alignment is available from TreeBASE (http://www.treebase.
org, submission ID: 16494).
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The macroecological data used in this paper were assembled as part
of the Global Ant Biodiversity Informatics (GABI) project led by
several of the authors. The GABI database contains literature data
from over 6500 published studies, and specimen databases including ANIC/CSIRO and Antweb [43], with the lowest geographical
resolution provided for each record. The database, constituting
over 1 million records (more than 97 000 for Pheidole), summarizes
known distribution for all ant species at the global scale, and will be
described in detail in a subsequent paper.
First, we used these data to compile a Pheidole species list and
richness count for each of 365 political regions, following the
scheme for political regions used in a previous paper [44]. We only
considered records for identified, described Pheidole species and
excluded records known to be due to human introductions (e.g.
the global spread of Pheidole megacephala) from the richness count.
Climate variables were estimated by taking the spatial mean for
each region for mean annual temperature (MAT) and mean annual
precipitation (MAP) using BioClim data at 10-min resolution [45].
Pheidole is a taxonomically challenging genus with many undescribed species and uncertainties on the species level. As such,
distributional data based on species names will inevitably be
incomplete and imperfect. Although broad-scale climate–richness
patterns should be relatively robust to taxonomic uncertainty, we
sought to mediate this potential effect by including an independent measure of taxonomic effort as a potential covariate of
richness in each political region (see next section). Second, we
also performed an analysis of richness patterns using data from
local communities, which does not depend on correct species
identification (only an accurate local morphospecies count).
To compile the community dataset, we used the same set of
6500 references and identified 1060 studies that reported community composition and Pheidole richness for one or more local
communities, resulting in a dataset of richness from 3793 local
communities distributed across the globe. Other variables relative
to the location (latitude and longitude), habitat types, collection
methods used or the type of strata sampled (leaf-litter, ground or
arboreal) were also noted.
We applied the following filters to the community data: we
excluded studies that (i) did not employ methods that targeted
ground-foraging ants, (ii) were from habitats that are impacted
by humans, (iii) detected fewer than 10 total species or (iv) used
only active sampling methods such as baiting, which left 1473 of
the initial 3792 communities. As some studies involved sampling
many communities in a localized area, and as we are examining
broad patterns at large scales, we further rarefied the data to
both minimize microvariation in richness and pseudoreplication.
We grouped communities with a single-linkage clustering algorithm [46], resulting in 705 clusters. In this method, all pairs of
sites within a distance threshold (in this case, 10 km) are considered ‘linked’, and clusters are contiguous networks of sites
(i.e. each pair is connected by a direct linkage or indirect path

(i) Statistical analyses
We used Poisson regression in a Generalized Linear Models (GLM)
framework to model macroecological variation in Pheidole richness
across climatic gradients. We focused on the effects of two climate
variables that best predict the distribution of biomes across the
planet (as encapsulated in the classic Whittaker plot [48]) and
are often highly correlated with species richness of many taxa
including ants [49–51]: mMAT and MAP. As variation in richness
of described species across political regions is likely to be influenced by the area of each region as well as sampling and
taxonomic effort, we used area and an index of undersampling
as additional variables in the analysis. As our index of undersampling, we used the number of ‘missing’ genera in the published
literature for each political region, as estimated by a previous
study [44]. Because climate–richness relationships are often asymmetric between the Northern and Southern Hemispheres for a
broad range of taxa [52], including ants [49], we also fit hemispheric models for richness. The community data were analysed
similarly using Poisson regression in a GLM framework, but without area (because they are point measurements) and sampling
deficit (as there were no independent data to estimate deficit) as
additional variables.

(e) Body size data
We assembled a dataset of Pheidole images for species included in
the phylogeny using the online database Antweb (www.antweb.
org), Wilson’s monograph [21] and a set of approximately 1000
new extended depth of field photographs taken at the Okinawa
Institute of Science & Technology with a DFC400 camera mounted
on a LeicaM205C stereomicroscope. As part of a broader project on
Pheidole morphological evolution, we developed systems of homologous two-dimensional landmarks for ants imaged in the three
standard views used on Antweb: head (12 landmarks), profile
(six landmarks) and dorsal (four landmarks). We aligned landmarks for each view using a Generalized Procrustes Analysis
using the program TpsDig [53], and used the log-transformed
scale factor as our index of body size. In lieu of a true body mass
measurement, which is difficult for small organisms such as ants,
the landmark scaling factor is more robust than using a single
length measurement, as it incorporates the geometric relationships
of several homologous points. We only used the average of the scaling factor for head and profile views because a calibrated image of
the dorsal view was missing for some species. All data were taken
from minor workers to maximize coverage over species in our molecular dataset, but as body size of minors is highly correlated with
body size of majors (Spearman’s r ¼ 0.91, n ¼ 213, p  107 ), this
represents the main axis of body-size variation across species.

3. Results
(a) Global phylogenetic structure of Pheidole
Our phylogenetic analyses 285 taxon set with concatenated data (gene-tree estimated with MRBAYES for 285 taxa;
figure 1) and nine-locus dataset with exemplar sampling of
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(d) Macroecological data compilation and analysis

through intermediate sites). We then only used the community
with the highest Pheidole richness in each cluster for the analysis,
which left 705 data points for the analysis.
For each of the geographical localities sampled, we obtained
climatic data from the WORDCLIM database using the 2.5 arcmin resolution dataset [45], and extracted variables related to
temperature and precipitation regime using DIVA-GIS. Biome
type was assigned by cross-referencing sampling localities for
sequenced specimens with the Terrestrial Ecoregions of the
World dataset [47] using Arc-GIS.

rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org

study incorporates information from molecular divergence and fossils from all related genera, and gives a more robust age than could
be inferred in our taxonomically more limited analysis.
For the larger analysis of 285 species, a number too large for
*BEAST, we used the MPI version of MRBAYES v. 3.2.1 [42] to analyse
the concatenated data, with nucleotide substitution parameters
partitioned by gene and assuming a GTR þ G þ I model of nucleotide substitution. We ran two runs with four chains each on the
TOMBO cluster until the standard deviation of split frequencies
fell below 0.01 using a relative burnin of 0.25 generations. Stopping
criteria were met after 6.25  1010 generations, and a 50% majority
rule consensus tree was computed. We ran several instances of the
analysis to confirm consistency of results, but the analysed result
presented in this paper was taken from a single run.
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Figure 1. Global phylogenetic structure of Pheidole, annotated by geography. The tree is a 50% majority rule consensus topology from a posterior sample of trees
generated by a Bayesian analysis with MRBAYES v. 3.2.1, and node symbol reflects Bayesian posterior probability (bpp).

clades (species-tree estimated with *BEAST for 66 taxa; electronic supplementary material, figure S1) yielded resolved,
broadly consistent phylogenies. With the stem age of Pheidole
fixed at 59.8 Ma, the crown age of Pheidole is estimated to be
37.3 Ma (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). The
estimated phylogenetic relationships were in agreement
with previous studies that recovered Pheidole fimbriata and
Pheidole rhea as basal to the rest of Pheidole [19]. Both the
species-tree and concatenated analysis recovered the monophyly of all Old World Pheidole with the crown node dated
to 22.1 Ma, nested within New World Pheidole. The single
exception is a species related to Pheidole moerens and Pheidole
flavens collected from Vanuatu, which was almost certainly
introduced recently by humans (see [54]). A previous study
had inferred that the European species P. pallidula represented an additional colonization of the Old World [19],
rather than being nested within the African Pheidole. Our

re-analyses of the data found that this was due to inclusion
of paralogous copies of the gene His3.3B in at least several
taxa that led to erroneous inferences.
In the Old World, the Pheidole phylogeny shows a high
degree of geographical structure with one clade comprised
of African and Asian groups (henceforth, AF–ASIA clade),
and a second comprised primarily of Australian and New Guinean groups (AUS–NG clade). One lineage represented by
two Malagasy species, Pheidole grallatrix and Pheidole mg110,
is recovered as either sister to the AUS–NG clade in the
species tree, or in a three-way polytomy with the AUS–NG
clade and AF–ASIA clade in the concatenated analysis.
Whether the majority of the diverse Malagasy Pheidole species
are related to the P. grallatrix lineage, or belong to other African
(or non-African) species groups, remains for future work.
The Pheidole faunas on the archipelagoes of Melanesia and
Micronesia are assembled through a mixture of colonizing
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Table 1. Fitted coefﬁcients and standard errors from Poisson regression models for Pheidole richness across 365 political regions. The columns represent the
parameters and s.e. of the parameters ﬁtted to various subsets of the data.

coefﬁcient

New World

Old World

NW Northern
Hemisphere

OW Northern
Hemisphere

NW Southern
Hemisphere

OW Southern
Hemisphere

intercept

2.14 + 0.03

1.18 + 0.05

2.09 + 0.04

1.07 + 0.05

2.37 + 0.05

1.66 + 0.13

MAP
MAT

0.32 + 0.02
0.89 + 0.04

0.44 + 0.02
0.81 + 0.05

0.31 + 0.05
1.10 + 0.05

0.49 + 0.03
0.85 + 0.05

0.27 + 0.05
0.47 + 0.08

0.32 + 0.04
0.48 + 0.15

20.58 + 0.03

20.63 + 0.05

20.58 + 0.04

20.67 + 0.06

20.49 + 0.06

20.62 + 0.09

0.25 + 0.02

0.48 + 0.03

0.40 + 0.03

0.41 + 0.04

0.25 + 0.07

0.56 + 0.09

expert deﬁcit
area

lineages from the Asia–Africa clade and the AUS–NG clade.
The Pheidole communities of the most remote archipelagoes
of Fiji and New Caledonia are notable in being primarily
assembled through in situ speciation rather than through the
accumulation of species through dispersal. Other than the presence of several widespread species distributed across the Pacific
(P. megacephala, P. oceanica, P. fervens, P. sexspinosa, P. umbonata),
the Fijian community was assembled through colonization of
one lineage from the Asian–African clade and subsequent radiation into 10 species and colonization of another single lineage
(Pheidole onifera) from the AUS–NG clade. All ten New Caledonian Pheidole species included in our analysis were descended
from a single colonist from the AUS–NG clade.

(b) Macroecological structure of Pheidole diversity
While Pheidole species can be found across a broad range of
environmental conditions, there are strong correlations
between species richness with climatic parameters. Across
political regions, Pheidole richness shows positive correlations
(table 1 and figure 2) with temperature (MAT), precipitation

(MAP) and area, and negative correlations with sampling
deficit (as represented by absence of generic records, see
§2). The intercepts vary between the New World (NW) and
Old World (OW), with NW regions having higher richness
compared with regions with similar climates in the OW,
even though the coefficients for NW and OW Pheidole richness with climatic variables are close in magnitude. When
the model is fit to each hemisphere separately, there is a
North –South asymmetric climate-richness relationship, with
temperature having a relatively stronger influence than precipitation in the north than that in the south. In addition,
the intercepts are generally larger in magnitude in the
Southern Hemisphere for both OW and NW, indicating
higher richness at a given climate in the south than the
north. These North–South Hemispheric asymmetries are
not uncommon across taxonomic groups [52], including
ants [49].
Our analysis of the Pheidole richness in local communities
(table 2 and figure 2) corroborates the overall pattern found in
the political regions dataset. In both the Old World and New
World, Pheidole richness is strongly correlated with MAT and
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Figure 3. (a) The global phylogeny annotated by biome. Biomes are based on Olson et al. [47]. (b) Evolution of Pheidole in Whittaker’s climate space. We plot
locations of Pheidole specimens used in the phylogenetic analysis, and the phylogeny with reconstructed ancestral states on the vertical axis.

Table 2. Fitted coefﬁcients and standard errors from Poisson regression models for Pheidole richness in local communities. The columns represent the
parameters ﬁtted to various subsets of the data.
NW Northern
Hemisphere

OW Northern
Hemisphere

NW Southern
Hemisphere

OW Southern
Hemisphere

coefﬁcient

New World

Old World

intercept
MAP

1.74 + 0.03
0.15 + 0.02

0.94 + 0.03
0.26 + 0.02

1.64 + 0.06
0.19 + 0.03

1.10 + 0.04
0.33 + 0.03

1.75 + 0.04
0.23 + 0.03

0.73 + 0.06
n.s.

MAT

0.71 + 0.03

0.79 + 0.04

0.46 + 0.05

0.60 + 0.05

0.88 + 0.05

1.07 + 0.15

MAP, and shows hemispheric asymmetry in the climate coefficients in the North –South, but not East– West, directions.
While climate correlations are similar, Pheidole is generally a
larger fraction of richness in the New World than Old
World by a factor of about 1.5; in Neotropical wet forests,
Pheidole constitutes 18% of local ant species richness, while
that figure is 11% in Old World wet forests.

(c) Evolution in environmental space
Pheidole species can be found in a range of environmental conditions and biomes. Our phylogenetic analysis shows that
colonization of different habitat types occurred through evolutionary transitions within each biogeographic region rather
than phylogenetic niche conservatism and dispersal between
similar habitats across regions (figure 3). In other words, the
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(d) Body size evolution

4. Discussion
From their origins in the Neotropics, Pheidole lineages have
colonized all biogeographic realms and most of the Earth’s
biomes over the past approximately 37 million years. Despite
the global distribution and remarkably high species richness
of the genus, our analyses show that the global dominance of
Pheidole was achieved through a series of localized radiations
in different regions. There has been no exchange of lineages
between the New World and Old World, little exchange
between Africa, Asia and AUS –NG, and even the smaller
biogeographic provinces of the Pacific (e.g. New Caledonia
and Fiji) have high monophyly. This implies that Pheidole
has either relatively low dispersal rates ( just high enough
for the occasional long-distance dispersal but not high
enough for subsequent interchange of lineages) and/or
very high incumbency; once the genus has filled nichespace in a region, new congeneric arrivals have difficulty
establishing and radiating in new areas. In each region, Pheidole lineages have evolved in situ into a diversity of biomes
and body sizes, exhibiting high lability in climate niche and
body size evolution and a distinctive lack of phylogenetic
niche conservatism on the time scales of these radiations.
The geographically clustered phylogenetic structure of
Pheidole makes it an illuminating case study for how evolutionary radiations fill niche-space: the radiations in each
geographical region form independent evolutionary experiments. In groups with a higher degree of dispersal and
phylogenetic overlap among regions, it is more difficult to
distinguish deterministic constraints on evolution from a
shared (even if contingent) evolutionary history. Beyond the
finding that Pheidole lineages have successfully evolved into
disparate biomes in each region, the resulting pattern of variation in species richness across different biomes is strikingly
similar. The re-evolution of similar patterns in different
areas suggests that Pheidole dominance and diversity are
not historical accidents, and more generally, that there are
deterministic factors shaping the evolution of hyperdiversity
of this group. History has repeated itself across multiple
scales as Pheidole lineages have colonized and subsequently
diversified, reaching high richness in both large (e.g. Africa,
Australia) and small (e.g. Fiji, New Caledonia) geographical
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Body size distributions are nearly identical for the New World
and Old World Pheidole faunas, with the mean body sizes indistinguishable between the two areas (electronic supplementary
material, figure S2). As the Old World Pheidole comprise a
monophyletic clade, this implies a re-evolution of the distribution found in the New World. Moreover, the diversity in
body size within both New World and Old World Pheidole
faunas highlights the evolutionary lability of this trait. The
similarity in size distributions does not merely reflect strong
constraints on body size, but rather the independent evolution
of a broad spectrum of body sizes in the New World and Old
World (electronic supplementary material, figure S2).

areas. In the Pacific archipelagoes of Fiji, Palau, Micronesia
and New Caledonia, Pheidole is either the most speciesrich or second-most species-rich genus, despite the local
community being formed through various proportions of
colonization and in situ speciation [55,56]. The fact that Pheidole faunas were formed through repeated radiations
suggests that the high local and regional richness of Pheidole
across the globe is due to intrinsic traits that promote diversification and ecological dominance rather than owing to
random factors.
These serial Pheidole radiations are also structured similarly across climatic gradients within each region. Both
macroecological patterns of climate –richness relationships
and body size distributions have converged across the independent radiations in each East –West hemisphere. The
macroecological patterns in the Old World—which resulted
from a radiation of a single lineage tens of millions of years
ago—are almost identical to those exhibited by Pheidole in
the New World, with the same positive relationships between
temperature and precipitation and relative magnitudes of
each, and the same North– South Hemispheric asymmetry.
The ability of Pheidole to colonize disparate geographical
regions, and the lack of subsequent interchange of lineages,
resulted in Pheidole ‘playing the tape again’ (borrowing the
words of Stephen J. Gould [57]), and reaching the same endpoint, at least in terms of the macroecological structure of
biodiversity. Of course, the particular climate gradient exhibited by Pheidole—high richness in warm, wet habitats—is not
usual across taxonomic groups [16]. However, ants as a
whole have been shown to peak in local richness in warm,
dry, habitats [49], and individual ant genera are restricted to,
or richest in, non-tropical biomes, such as Myrmica and Formica
in temperate moist habitats and Cataglyphis and Pogonomyrmex
in temperate dry habitats. Thus, the re-evolution of similar climate–richness patterns reflects repeatability in the way
Pheidole genomes interact with different biomes during
radiation rather than some inevitability shared by all ants.
Similarly, there are strong constraints on body size evolution
that guide macroscopic patterns toward similar outcomes in
different regions. Body size distributions have converged
across the New World and Old World Pheidole despite a lack
of shared lineages between the two faunas. While similar
body-size distributions have evolved independently in the
New and Old World Pheidole, it is uncertain if this conclusion
of repeatability will extend to Pheidole phenotypes as a whole.
Old World lineages have evolved aberrant spinescent phenotypes that are not found in the extant New World fauna [32],
and two other Australian species were so morphologically aberrant that they were initially classified as separate monospecific
genera (Anisopheidole, Machomyrma) before recently being classified as Pheidole owing to their phylogenetic placement within
the Old World Pheidole radiation [41].
Our results show that evolution within and across biomes
has resulted in similar climate–richness patterns in different
regions, but it is as yet unknown if Pheidole lineages have
evolved the same ecological and/or physiological adaptations allowing them to survive and thrive in different
biomes. More generally, while the focus of this study was
the evolution of environmental niches, there are many other
dimensions of an organism’s niche (e.g. diet) that were not
considered and may exhibit different evolutionary patterns.
While our analysis indicates that the high taxonomic richness
of Pheidole has evolved repeatedly in both small and large
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global Pheidole radiation consists of a constellation of geographically localized radiations within the New World, Africa, Asia
and Oceania, each of which involved evolution between a
range of different biomes including warm wet tropical forests,
deserts, savannahs and cooler temperate regions.
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ecological, phenotypic, phylogenetic and biogeographic data
should allow explicit tests of these hypotheses.
Data accessibility. All sequences used in this study are available on
GenBank, please see supplemental table for accession numbers. Collection information and images for sequenced material are available
on Antweb (www.antweb.org). Richness numbers by geographical
area have been uploaded to Dryad (see doi:10.5061/dryad.jk636).
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biogeographic provinces, the central question of which particular adaptations are responsible for high diversification
rates remains unanswered and most probably requires comparative analysis linking traits with diversification rates
within and across many genera (i.e. is beyond the scope of
taxa studied here).
The re-evolution of similar macroecological patterns in
different regions raises interesting questions about the mechanism involved. The climate relationships cannot be explained by
hard physiological limits inherited by all lineages in the genus,
as individual Pheidole species have successfully evolved into
extremely cold, dry, high latitude and high elevation habitats
[21,58]. Rather, there are either top-down ecological limits on
local species coexistence that vary with climate, trade-offs
inherent in the Pheidole phenotypic schema that reduce ecological performance in cooler areas, or climate-driven differences
in speciation and/or extinction rates that lead to a greater
standing diversity in warm–wet areas. Further integration of
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